This project proposes a pulse analysis system for doctors to diagnose their patients using their pulse signals. A novice and easy time-domain algorithm is applied to pulse signal for periodic function examination. Monitoring and modeling our body as a system with digitalized pulse signals is one of the linkages that we can find among Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM), hemodynamics and modern Information Communication Technology (ICT). With the labeling of diseases or some modern Biomarkers, we are able to link pulse analysis, ICT and the latest medical science together. The proposed method is capable of calculating the instability of the pulse wave of subjects. After finding the starting point of each period in a periodic wave, we use set theory as the constraint to detect stable periodic wave. With normal heart rate checking and the variability of each period checking, our algorithm can detect whether the input signal is normal, stable and periodic. A coefficient that represents the instability is calculated by the average Standard Deviation (SD) of each period in the waveform. The proposed system helps the automation of pulse examination to select a proper segment for harmonic analysis. With the periodic function examination method, non-survival sepsis patients in Continuous Mandatory Ventilation (CMV) mode or Continuous Positive Airway Pressure (CPAP) mode can be significantly separated.
Introduction
The diagnosis model and analysis philosophy of TCM have been developed for 5000 years. Modernizing and verifying TCM with scientific approaches to interpret the accumulated knowledge to verifiable model have become the Holy Grail in the field [1] .
In TCM, pulse examination with three fingers sensing the pressure and motion of wrist blood vessels is one of the most common images. Pulse examination has long been a health diagnosis tool in TCM. With the developing of hemodynamics, combining pulse examination and hemodynamics is one of the approaches [2] . Recently, some studies in how to digitalize pulse and model pulse examination had been proposed [3] [4] .
Researchers use pulse waveform analysis [5] or Fourier Transform analysis [6] to achieve functional entities diagnosis. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is used to find the generalized eigenvectors or harmonics of pulse signal [7] . Linking the generalized eigenvectors or harmonics with correlated organs and meridians had also been tested using hemodynamics. With wavelet analysis [8] , and stochastic resonance [9] , researchers can classify multi-frequency periodic signals.
To accumulate the pulse data, a platform for researchers to upload data from different instruments and do data analysis is needed. Several studies in web-based health systems had been proved to have good impact to users [10] . Web-based systems had been used in newborn screening [11] , epileptic electroencephalogram analysis [12] , agoraphobia treatment [13] , etc. and have had good results in their implementation.
The clinical test in the proposed paper is done by analyzing the difference between dead and alive sepsis patients. Since more than half of intra-abdominal sepsis patient will result in death, analyzing the mortality of sepsis patients had been an important research topic [14] . Researchers use the medical history of patients [15] and oxygen-derived variables in patients [16] to measure the mortality risk.
The proposed work creates a web-based pulse analysis system. To examine the periodic characteristic of the pulse signal, the proposed method detects stable periodic wave in time domain using set theory and statistics. The proposed algorithm can achieve fast and stable periodic wave detection with a 5% fault tolerance. P-value will be calculated after labeling and calculating the harmonics of the two groups. Non-survival sepsis patients in CMV mode and CPAP mode can be significantly separated after periodic function examination.
Motivation
We are seeking for a solution that can link pulse analysis and hemodynamics to modern medicine. With pulse analysis, it is possible for us to see the differences between the pulse signal of patients and the pulse signal of normal subjects in both TCM analysis and modern medicine with exact digitalized number and well established mathematical model. The goal of the research is to use bioinformatics to see if we can find the linkage between pulse analysis, hemodynamics and the diagnosis from doctor based on modern medicine knowledge.
While doing the survey, we found that using FFT to calculate harmonics is commonly used in pulse analysis. However, if the signal is not periodic and stable, calculating harmonics in frequency domain will lose its meaning. Therefore, before we transform our signal from time domain to frequency domain, a fast periodic function examination algorithm for pre-processing is needed.
Material

Subject:
Our research uses clinical data from National Taiwan University Hospital (NTUH). All subjects were awake, lying in bed calmly when recording the pulse wave of their left wrists. The experiment contains 15 patients, with 10 survivors and 5 non-survivors. 
Data Recording Instrument:
ANSWatch® is used to measure the pulse signals of the patients [17] . The sampling frequency is 500Hz. The instrument stores 150000 data points in each record.
The DynaPulse system can measure the pulse signals of arterial wave form of a subject with the noninvasive cuff device [18] . The sampling frequency is 50 Hz [19] . Each record contains around 2000 data points depending on the measuring time of Blood Pressure (BP).
Any data that comply with our designed specification can be accepted by our platform. The uploaded information should include systolic pressure, diastolic pressure, pulse waveform, subject ID, record time, measuring instrument, and sampling frequency.
The recorded data uploaded by each user can be grouped for different analyses.
Coding Tool and Environments:
In this project, we use MATLAB 2012a for data testing and data analysis, and use C#.NET for establishing the web-based platform. Our operating system is Windows 7. The computer is ASUS, with Intel® Core™ i7-2600 CPU @3.4Gh, 8GB RAM, 64bit operating system.
Method
We found that the number of peaks and wavelength have some relationships in a stable periodic wave. The relationship is used as the constraint to identify whether a wave is stable and periodic. We use set theory to prove the algorithm.
Sets and Constraints:
, L wl } demonstrate a stable periodic wave, where L total is the total length of the signal, P(n) is the number of peaks, L bfp is the length before the first peak, L alp is the length after the last peak, L wl is wavelength. To make the wave stay stable and periodic, the elements in set S must obey some constraints:
The constraint can be interpreted to the following equation: (2) 4.2. Algorithm Process:
Stage 0:
For an input pulse signal S, L total is the length of S. While the fault tolerant is 5%, we suspect all peaks are higher than max(S) × 0.95 if the signal is stable enough. The algorithm is feasible for all kinds of periodic signal. For periodic signals other than pulse wave, one should use a different starting point selection algorithm to continue the following calculation. However, since pulse wave is a relatively stable signal with only one peak in each period, we simply make max(S) × 0.95 as the threshold for our peak selection.
Stage 1:
The possible existing range of heart rate is 60 to 280 beat per minute [20] and the sampling frequency of our recording instrument in the experiment is 500Hz. Therefore, the number of starting point should be between floor(L total / 500Hz * 60bpm / 60s -1) and ceil(L total / 500Hz * 280bpm / 60s + 1).
Stage 2:
Check if every peak to peak distance is between L total / (n+1) and L total / (n-1). Suppose n' is the number of peaks calculated and n' is larger than the real number of peaks n. n = n' -c; c ϵ N. The set of all peak to peak segments contains one or more length pair such that:
where A and B are one length pair. We can derive from the equation:
Equation 2 and Equation 4 will conflict to each other if n' n 2. Since normal pulse wave only contains 1 peak in a period, n' should not be equal to n 2, so the input signal is not a stable periodic wave.
Suppose the number of peaks we find in stage 0, n', is smaller than the real number of peaks, n. n = n' + c; c ϵ N, where N is the set of all positive integers. For c >1, the peak to peak distance will conflict with Equation 2.
Having extra points or missing some points in the starting point selection algorithm, each has an independent judgment formula. Since both events will not affect L wl , Equation 2 will still work while they occur simultaneously.
Stage 3:
Check if the mean of the Standard Deviation (SD) in all points of peak to peak fragments is smaller than SD([mean(S), mean(S)*1.05, mean(S)*0.95]).
List all fragments from one starting point to the next starting point with the same length L total / (n+1). For each point in the set of all length fragments, a SD can be calculated. Then, the mean of all SD is compared to the threshold, SD of mean with 5% fault tolerance. 
Experiment
We use several groups of pulse data to verify the algorithm. Several experiments were held to find the influence of the algorithm on pulse wave harmonics analysis. Pulse waves were broken into 60 segments based on the viewing windows of the recording instrument. Each segment contains 2500 points, 5 seconds.
Experiment 1:
Pulse wave segments were separated to two groups, "Stable Periodic Pulse Segment" (SPPS) and "Not Stable and Not Periodic Pulse Segment" (NSPPS) by the instrument operators. Each segment contains 2500 points and 5 seconds and is classified from the dataset in experiment 2.
The experiment contains 600 SPPSs, and 480 NSPPSs. All segments were classified by the proposed method to check if the algorithm can separate the two groups.
Experiment 2:
In experiment 2, two groups of patients are compared to each other, one group is sepsis patients result in death within 2 week after the measurement and another group is sepsis patients who survived longer than two weeks. Since the air mode of the instrument of patients may interrupt pulse measurement based on the advice of doctors. Patients in two different air modes, Continuous Mandatory Ventilation (CMV) mode and Continuous Positive Airway Pressure (CPAP) mode will be also considered. In the experiment, we also test the statistics difference with or without the proposed periodic function examination method.
CMV mode is applied to patient with more severe health condition. The air instrument in CMV mode will control the frequency and air volume of the breath of a patient so the patient will have less breath freedom. On the other hand, CPAP mode is used in patients in better health condition. The frequency of breathes of a patient is not controlled by the instrument but by patients themselves. Other than fully controlling the breath, instrument in CPAP mode only supports the breath action of the patient. The data of the two air modes are measured within 10 minutes when the specific patient is capable of switching the air mode based on the opinion of doctors.
The experiment contains 15 patients, 10 survivors and 5 non-survivors. Each patient was measured twice with one CMV mode data and one CPAP mode data. The total number of data is 30. 
Result
Experiment 1:
Conclusion and Future Work
In Table 1 , the total recognition rate is 97.69%. For clinical analysis, whether the system can find signals that are not stable periodic wave is more important. Also, for harmonic analysis, each classified SPPS can show a rather clear harmonic spectrum in frequency domain. The algorithm can do odd detection and can provide good segment selection for harmonics analysis.
In Tables 3-6 , experiment 2 shows that harmonics in CMV mode tend to have higher value than CPAP mode, and survival patients tend to have higher harmonics and smaller harmonics SDs than non-survival patients.
In Table 7 , we can see that all survival vs non-survival patients cannot be significant statistically. The only statistically significant comparison will be CMV mode vs CPAP mode in non-survival patients. The reason why CMV mode and CPAP mode can be separated may be because non-survival patients cannot breathe comfortably, and the system can recognize the situation before doctors and the patients themselves notice it.
The algorithm can be applied to any stable periodic wave other than pulse wave from stage 1 to stage 3. To apply the algorithm to other signals, changing the starting point selection method, stage 0, with the unique pattern of the input signal, can make the algorithm a new approach to periodic function examination other than frequency analysis. Various fields of science such as signal processing, nerve physiology, intelligence theory, nonlinear optics, communication engineering and sociology can use the proposed algorithm to detect stable periodic signals.
The system can analyze pulse signals on the proposed web-based platform. The platform supports baseline extraction, periodic function examination, feature extraction with harmonics, and statistics with two-sample t-test.
